THE SKY AIN'T FALLING

What started as an adolescent prank has turned into a community disaster. One evening, Piggy Little was playing in the park when he was struck by a glow-in-the-dark star Frizbee. The stunned Piggy Little became extremely frightened when someone said, "Look, the sky is falling!" Piggy Little ran through town, warning everyone he met of the impending danger. Police apprehended the little piggy, but were unable to calm him until Dr. Erma Serman, from the Cornfield Observatory, told him that this could not be possible. By the next morning the damage had been done.

At the local service station the price of gas had increased by $.30. The owner feared a run on the station. The price was raised to make sure the supply would last.

The grocer increased the price of orange juice. Figuring that if there were no sky, the earth would go into the next ice age, and freeze this year's oranges.

When you make your next home owner's insurance payment you will note an increase. With all that sky gone, insurance of your house being hit has increased dramatically.

The airlines knew that with the sky falling they could not fly their planes. They decided they must raise the fares because they would have to pay their employees more, so that they could afford the gas, orange juice, and insurance.

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING TO HEALTH

Many are finding cross-country skiing a great way to stay in shape. Most enjoy the scenery along the trails and forget about the health benefits.

Downhill skiing still ranks number one, but cross-country skiing has now become more popular than uphill and winter water skiing. This is partly due to education. Most pigs now understand that you don't have to ski all the way across the country.

FLAKE DISCOVERY

HEAD & SHOULDERS ABOVE THE REST

Less Nornaal shocked the world when he announced the discovery of 2 snow flakes that were exactly alike. Because of a childhood bet, Less has spent the last 45 years searching for the snow flakes. More than 3 million flakes were photographed during the winters and summers were spent studying them.

"The task of comparing the flakes would have been impossible without my computer."

Will he ever be able to watch the snowfall in the same way.

TARNISHED GOLD

This last summer during the Summer Olympics Don Key received his gold medal for a record breaking cannon ball dive. Like all the medalists, Don took the mandatory drug test. Shortly after, his gold was taken away. His record was removed from the books, and his dreams of a future crushed.

Don said, "I had a dream and would do anything to make that dream come true. There just didn't seem to be any other way for me to build the bulk I needed, so I resorted to the steroids. Now that I've been caught I feel real bad. Of course, if I hadn't been caught I don't think I would feel this bad."

Don Key has not been seen since. It's been said that he changed his name and moved. If a fat pig named Jack A. moved into town lately, it may be him.

DAY SAVED BY RANDOLPH

Randolph the red nose pig had a very shiny nose and at the local pub, they talk about the way it glows. All of the other pigs use to laugh and have some fun. They don't do that any more 'cause Randolph got himself a gun.

Then, one snowy Christmas Eve, Farmer Jones came to say, "Randolph with your nose so bright, climb up on the hay stack to night."

How all the towns folk love the hay he lays from the hay.
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